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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to pr*ront a design concept for the dynamic control of aircraft in the
near terra nil area. An arbitrary se: of ncrunal air routes, with possible multiple rveying points, all
leading to a single runway is considered.
The system allows for the automated dote min.ation of a--eleraticn/deceleration of aircraft elong the
nominal air routes, as well as for the autorated doterrunation of path-stretching delay maneuvers.
In addition to norril operating conditions the syster accomodates
(a) variable eorran.ded separations over the outer marker (to allow for takeoffs
between successive landings)
(b) emergency conditions (in the sense that an aircraft is given partial or com-
plete priority for landing).
The syster design is based upon the combination of three distinct optimal ^_ontrcl problems: (a) a standard
linear-quadratic problem, (b) a parameter optir•ization problem, and (c) a zanimum-tirc rendezvous problem.
Simulation results involving twelve aircraft under both norral and emergency conditions will also be
presr led.
1. IMTPDCUCTION
This paper considers a class of prcblens encountered in air traffic control. Specifically, we examine
the prcblen of coordinating tie flight tra-ectories of ;et aircraft in the vicinity of an aircort. 	 .t is
assumed t.-,&t t:.s aircraft enter tae :.:a (near termii,a/ area), properly separated by the cn-route `.T_ centers,
am they all desire to land in a single runway. Furthermore, it is assumed  tnat the ear* runway is to be
.sed for both takeoffs and landings. S;ecial erp':asis is focused upon heavy traffic conditions, which im-
ply that some aircraft east undergo path-stretching and holding maneuvers while awaiting larding.
The motivaticr. fer this research was provided by system delays encountered in the current operation
of the ATC oysters d •-ring heavy traffic conditions. At present, there are small tiro delays which arc as-
sociate] with "unstack:eq" the aircraft, since the aircraft at the tottcri of the stack may have the wrong
heading at the ti-e of ttq corrand to "leave the stack". These srall tiro_ delays car., howev^r, becore sl q
-nificant when r..any aircraft are holdirgr hence, this contributes to an effective reduction, in the la.-.din;
rate. These accu:uloted delays cannot be l:Iared upon the air traffic controllers since, in heavy traffic
eon•iitiors, t.`ey cannot monitor the detailed tral ,_cto rf of each aircraft that :a holding. Rattier, it is
the result of overall system uncoordi.n.ation due co the many decisions that must be carried out continuously
by the human controllers.
This lack of systen coordination is also exhibited when-a particular aircraft in a queue develops an
emergency. In such cases, it is often desiraole to have this aircraft lard first and t`.is necessitates
the reordering of tt.e ai-craft which were supposed to land before the troubled cne. The determination of
the proper tra;ectories f_r all aircraft concerned is a complex task which, in heavy traffic conditions,
can tax the ability of tn* nest capable human.
Similar situations arise when a suc'.'.en wind shift requires a change in the landing runway. once mere,
the rescheduling of the aircraft is a complex decision to-,k.
The ever increasinq demand for air travel has motivated  the definition of required chan ges in the cur-
rent and ecnte- latrd :+:C system. Tne so-called "Alexar.c:er Peport" (see reference 1) contains a description
of the short-term and lens ^i"r preblers in ATC. It also contains a discussion of the gradual changes that
mt.st be carried out to inpr,)ve
(a) airport runway design
(b) ir..yroved ground and airborne instrumentation and dienlays
(c) irVro-.T d landing aids (e.g., scanning microwave landing systems)
(d) sviten automation
There is v^r/ little doa ht, that 4iuital cnr ,itez, will find an ever increasing role in air traffic control.
In fact, the Alexander Fczort (ref. 1, p. E4) c-n.:iuded that ttre total core utaticnal dc:r.sndc can be rnet by
currently avail:bl^ d. ­,1-rl co°p , aera. i!ow.:vvr, it pints out that research is nerde,i to define in what
precise form the ccrputar can be u.ed to alleviate the load on tl.e hu.^an ATC controller.
r..	 :..r	 ,,.as.	 .dssW=L..
2► ron a conceptu.+.	 :+w"Int, there is no teas , 	 y the	 aysta•me carne , 	 *sly automated.
One can envision an	 t•^ .1 set of command and r _% r_. sys • • . in wnict, di ::•	 rs obtain all tae
Information from the 	 ! and airtar + sensors, smooth the data, compute tr, , eetories for all aircraft,
and transmit the aip: 	 .ate oomrands to the autopilot of each and every aircraft.
However, such a	 :,Ietely automated sy ten neolects the econosuc and political constraints that exist.
It takes rany years t .uvelop and test any new equipment and even more time to negotiate and cnar.ge all
international agreonents that exist. Hence, it is safe to assure t-hat such a completely autcrited system
even if develc;.ed r.,l will not ta ;ce effect for at least 20 - 1C years. Thus, any propo: : ed innovations r.,-st
take into account t-.e need for gradsaievolution ar;d the fact that ran-uwchine interaction will be an es-
sential part of t':e ATC system for rany years to come.
II. THE PCLE C£ THE CCF..PL'TL'R AS A CECISM: MAKING TOOL
It to the contention of this paper that the digital computer can be used as an effective tool that
carries out routine decis:crs and advises the human of suggested courses of action via a display. It is
Wst irporter.t, however, toat time baiis for the automated suggested decisions are such that is technological
advances in display s,	 and autopilots are gradually incorporated into the	 system, that
these chan,gve I, r _ neee.iitate lrasti_ =-.an ges in the way that the decisions are bein g r.a:v. For exar--le,
if ir;roved a :.:a :mss in :ocat:n7 tie a.r.raft teccre possible by a2vanced sensors, and this can be used
to reduce the safe seiarattcn distance, this should not require a completely new conceptual and algorithmic
package for system coordination.
There are many system studies for improved sc?^e •iulinq and trajectory control (see reference 2 for t;. •p-
ical proposals). Powe •:er, Trost of the su^ae ,.ted apprcacaes basically atte-pt to hove t'^e diattal cc! ^.;ter
execute decisions
	
~.e it --inner t..tt a h •_-an does. This introduces an artifical o'er:.....
of cc •-plexity in t-a	 _::o m:.ran basic de_is:on rules cannot be defined precisely Aral are
modulated to a lar ; •• extent by past rules, requlatior . s, constraints .* and "we always did it this way" doc-
trines. Even if such ..—putaticnsl algorithms could be developed, then they would not necessarily be in
tune with the f: ture auto at:c control capabilities that car. be realized ty nardware advances.
The approach taken in this raper is to attack the problem of automated decision raking by the digital
computer e •,sertially as _':ouch all decisions cct:d be i-nlemanted cc •-_oletely automatically. This would
define the 'best Fossi..:e' way c:at the aircra:_ ccuia ..t contrc.._..	 _neae a;.torsted decisions
are only presented as suiaestions, via displays, to the hunsr. controller, and e ventually the pilot. The
human essential`,- car. f:::r: tre 9 ,=,ested a:t ,.cns or he cin ignore them. The decision raking algorithm
should to a ; .oral one; yet nave free pararwters that can be adjusted by navir .g realistic man-macmane
simulation ex^er:-.ents. In this ruinner, at any phase of irplenentat:on, one would to able to "tune" the
algorithm para.•x tars to ho! in phase with the human constraints. Cn the other hand, as more and rare tr'_e
tuto:ati.n is in_:.. I:.ccd .. .re system this wo:.ld cr.l •., r.e-essitate charges in certain algor:t!^- p___-___rs
rather than a cerpletr overhaul of the decision making algorithr...
III. STP.ICTG'R: CF :'HIS PAPER
'Ilse general ideas presented in the previous section will be examined in detail for a specific sub-
problem in air traffic control. In Section IV we define the problem co-sidered ir. the !7TA as well as the
assur••ptions. :n Section .' we ded:ce the index of the aircraft as a f ancticn of their desired order of
landing (under rorr.al and emergenrf conditions). In Section VI we formulate the basic decisions that nest
be executed. Section VII surrarizes the re shod of approach which is Lased upon c . ,.e solution of three de-
te ministic cpti:^al control problems, and develops the quantitative ferrulation. Sections VIII, :X, and
X contain a disc •ssion c.' t:.e alaorit:.n and its possible aradual i-plementation into the current and con-
tecq>lated ATC system. Section XI discusses the simulation results.
Iv. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The system to to considered is concerned with the trajectory control of aircraft in a region of air-
spa r:e (e.g., 50-75 Isles radius) in the vieinitr ^! an airport called the :T%, region. in this paper we
assume tha •_ a sir.le runway has been selected to handle takeof fs and lardinns. We also assum that there
is a point in tr.e aiztpace, the o ter ririmer, which defines t. ,.e point at which all aircraft that rust land
have to arrive. We s}al. not be concerned with the aircraft ration Letween the outer marker and the run-
way. Thus, o n,:;e an aircraft passes over the cut e r tirker, it is remcved from the ':A control center.
It is assumed that aircraft enter the 5T.h region .' specific points along its boundary; prior to that,
they are being controlled by tiie appropriate . .-spat	 :enter.
1.1 Nom. nal Air FCutn Struet vre
Figure 1 illustrates the `. A region. A9 shown in Figure 1, we a."--e that there is a well defined set
of nornir.a: i:- r . w=.i:h nv ct each entry coint at t"e boune,nry of the 'ETA region to the cuter parker.
It is possible t. :.a • a tao or •sore air-routes m rge at a no:e point in this tree like structure.
The air routes are trajectories in three dimensional space. Hencr, a particulAr air route may involve
altitude chirps. Also, the air routes r..ay he made out of curved trajectories rather than straight lines.
This is important because the otcntial scanning-team ru erowave sys:e+ can be u ged to define curved tra-
jectories.
eThe state of t'e art of "arri • ical intelligence" in computer sole" 	 is mar away from being able to have
a digital cc-.Vuter di	 m^:plicate eorplex hu.in decision ele!-ents.	 —
IThe nnrinal air r_ lte tnr, .-r. tare .:a to intetpreted a+ the flight path that w-..ld be f„ lIcued
by an aircraft It thero was no other traffic. :t is then tacitly asu •--rd that the aircraft should stay nn
their noeunal air route unless it is imperative to leave it for path-• stretchinq and/or holding raneuvers.
4.2 Aircraft Characteristics
In this paper we shall only consider aircraft with similar flight chara c teristics. For example, only
corrmrcial lets (LC-8's, 7 07's, 727's, DC-9's, etc.). 'rho problem of mixed aircr-It population (e.g., lets,
4 propeller, 2 propeller, 1 propeller) will not be covered here (see references (1C) and 12).
This single population assurption ieplies that all aircraft under consideration have similar speed
and maneuverability characteristics.
4.3 pir.imum-geparattcn
We shall assume that ell aircraft rust be mutually separated by at least Dmin distance units for safety
reasor.s. We assume that the enroute centers deliver aircraft to the NTA region properly separted. It is
the task of the :;:A center to keep then properly separated subsequently.
4.4 Desired Srved
For reasons that will beccre apparent later on, and for the sake of overall system coordination, we
shall establish a single desired constant steed +, (e.a., 160 knots). The speed v should is sutstar,tially
higher than the stall velocity and landing velocity. It is assured that speed reduction from v is possible
between the outer rarker and the run way. We remark that all aircraft will to controlled such that all
speed deviations from v are nulled cut.
The extension of these ideas to the multiple speed problem, using altitude separation, has been brief-
ly considered in references 10 and 12.
4.5 Maneuverability Con-ttreints
In heavy traffic conditions, one would expect that some of the aircraft will have to undergo path
stretching and/or holdir.q tra)ectories which will taxe them temporarily away from its nominal air route.
Hence. we rust take into acco ,Wnt constraints on the aircraft rareuverability. For this reason, we assu.:e
that a minir.,:r+ turn radius, Pmin' can be defined for each aircraft rhich establishes the tig'test circular
trajectory that the aircraft can execute at or near the speed v. The minir%xi turn radius is not necessar-
ily the one that can be ;-.ysically attained Yy the aircraft; it should be construed as the one that con-
firms with FAA regulation; as well as passenger conrort.
4.6 Further Ass•,ir•ctiors
It is assured that, at any instant of time, the NTA control center knows
a) the identity of each aircraft
b) its true position and velocity
c) its nominal future air route
V.	 IDENTITY k.D LANDING INDICES
We corrrnce our quantitative development by considerin g, a simple scheme that determines tt,e landing
order of the aircraft.
5.1 Identity Index
Let t denote the current instant of tine. Let N denote the number of aircraft in the ::TA region (the
number N chances with time; it is increased by one every time a new aircraft enters the NT A region).
Let k - 1, 2,..., N be an arbitrary identity index. For exarPle, k - 4 means :1;A 41.
S.2 Positions and 'velocities
Let zk (t) denote the distaree-to-an, alo rg -he rorsnal air rcu•_e, to the outer rarker. Since we as-
eumied that we knew the identity of each aircraft, its nominal air route and its location, z k (t) can be
readily ccrpited (see Ficure 2).
Let vk (t) denote the actual s peed of the k- -h aircraft at time t along the air r-ute.
To be notationally censistni.t, we anree to reasure distances-to-oo as beir,a positive and speeds as
being positive. In this ci;o, a higher speed would decrease the distance-to-go fatter. Hence, the precise
relationship between zk ct) and v  M i=
dt z k M - - vk (t)
	 (1)
4.7 Larding Sequence Index
w.. next define another index i - 1, 2,..., N that	 <.,s the aircraft accerdi..; to their landing order.
4 As
(First to land, seconi to land, third to land, etc.)
we shall distinguish two landing sequences
a) The natural landing sequence
D) The emergency lancing sequence.
In the natural 1W.dinq sequence, the planes that can land first, do land first. In an emergency landing
seq,itnce, we ass=-*d e.at an aircratt (say the k ore) davelops an -* r:eney condition. In this case, we
m.y wish to clear its air route, and have it land first; V.e remaining 14-1 aircraft land after k in their
natural landing sequence. L'nCer differcnt circumstances the plans urler erorger.cy conditions ray to given
partial priority. For ex usfle, undur a natural landing sequence, the piano in question )night have been
6th in line, and we rAy advance it to be )rd in line.
The determination -, f the natural larding sequence is at.--,le, once we have assured that all aircraft
will be controlled so tnat t.`.eir speed is reduced to v. Since z k (t) is the actual distance to go for the
k-th aircraft, and since v is its desired sp.,ed along the air route, one can compute the estimated tine of
arrival to the outer rirker Tk by
rk(t)
Tk - _	 t k	 1, 2,..., N	 (2)
v
The plane with the seallost T k is indexed by i a 1, the plane with the next smallest 7  is indexed by 1
etc. This can be used to define the natural landing sequence; in case of emergency, the plane k is indexed
by i
	
j and the rest by the natural landing sequence.
so we shall let i a 1, 1,..., 'l index the desired landing sequence (,natural or not). Thus, the i-th
and i + 1-st planes pass successively over the outer marker and land (first i, then i + 1).
From now on, the aircraft will be indexed by their desire.i landing index i zather than by their iden-
ti l^y index k.
VI. ME BASIC CLCISIC 'J MD CO'.T?.C?L PACBLE4
Up to this point, we have established a desired landing order. we have not specified what should be
the desired separation (in tine or distance) between two planes t:.at land successively.
6.1 Desired Future Seo+rations
The desired separation between successive aircraft pairs would depend on the demands for takeoffs on
the sari rwnway. if the r-r,way is used exclusively for landings, .hen the desired separation over the
outer marker of two successive aircraft should be :(the minimum desired separation.). On the ot±.ermi n
hand, if one wishes to intersect one or more takeoffs, after the i-th plane h,s landed, and before the
i+l-st plane lands, then the desired separation of the i-th and i+l-st planes in the vicinity of the outer
marker c.ist be such greater than rmin'
For this reason, wq assume a cooperative systen at the airr.ort that will coordinate takco"fs and
landings. As far as the :,A control center is concerned, we shall assume that it is given" a set of de-
sired separations.
dl, d2 , ... dt)-1	 , (3)
with
di I Drain' 1	 1, 2,.... N-1	 (4)
which specify the desi r ed distance separations between successive aircraft, near the vicinity of the outer
marker. T`.us, the r-mbar d rr ecifies t`:e de sired separation of the i-th and i+l-st aircraft at t`e outer
marker. Of course, if no takeoffs are ccr.ter:plated teen
di - Din for all i	 (S)
6.2 The Basic recision and Control Prchlem
we now surmarize the variak:les and pirarrters assi.-rd known to the ')TA AW center and the basic ques-
tions that arise.
Given:
a) The. number 4 of aircraft in the GTA region that nu g t land
*of tour.;e, this can l:e acmrrli ,.hcc) l:y having the CTA center tra p, mit to the airport center the estimated
times of arrival T  of the d aircraft.
	 ^
A
s
b) The landing order index i - 1. 2,.... N
c) The distances-to-go z I (t), 3 2 (O F ..., 2N(t)
d) The velocities v 1 (t), v2 (t),..., vN(t)
a) The desired constant speed v la parareter)
f) The future desired separations (parameters)
di , d2,..., dN-1 (d i ' Dmin)
q) The runinum separation distance D rain (a parameter)
find:
The comAnds to be transmitted to each aircraft such that
a) velocity deviations fron ' are nulled out
b) The desired separations di are eventually attained.
6.3 Constraints
Some position control can be exercised by changing the acceleration and, hence, the velocity of the
aircraft ale-g the air route. However, large position charaes cannot be accomplist.ed by having the air-
craft stay on its assigned air router in particu' 	 excessive slow down iv impossible  by severe decelera-
tions since stall velocity constraints must be observed. Hence, only Manor positicn control can be executed
by aircraft that stay on L,e air route. ,his Lmplies, teat in a heavy traffic envircnrw nt, certain air-
craft rust execute path-stretchirq or nolding-type maneuvers. These aircraft must then temporarily leave
their no-final air route "to waste tiow".	 a
6.4 Basic Questions
Io view of the above discussion, it follows that the NTA-ATC center must determine the answers to the
following fundaeental questions:
1. which aircraft must stay :,n their nominal air route and which must leave it?
2. If a particular aircraft stays on its air route, what acceleration deceleration
should it uidergo to null out velocity errors and to start correcting now for
future separation errors?
1. If a particular aircraft must temporarily leave its air route, what should it
do? How are path stretcnir.g trajectcrico obtained so that they do not violate
the ranin%:m turn radius constraint? How lonq does the aircraft have to stay
away from its noranal air route? When and where does it return?
4. How can we guarantee that the aircraft are always separated by at least Dmin
units of distance?
The approach to the development of a decision and control algorithn is outlined in the following section.
we use the theory of optimal control to develo p this algorithm. Than we cor4nent on its possible ir..ple-
mrntation in the current and e v olutionary ATC systems.
VII. TILE OPTIuIZATIC:: A:.GCP.ITILMS
In this section we develcp the basic algorithrs that provide in a relatively simple and automated
way the answers to the tasic questions that would define the strategies to be erployed by the N7A-ATC
center.
The particular f7)r--ulation employed has teen the outgrowth of more of five years of investigations.
Technically, tt.e al ;orith^: is the cor,Inatior. of the solution of three distinct optimizaticn problems.
The formulaticn of the ontimizati^n proLlens has been subjectively selected so as to lead to as simple an
implementaticn as possible. Som.i of the technical details and derivations can be found in rffurenres 3,
d, 5, 6 and G. :n t`::s paper, only the problem formulation, solution stat^rer.t, and fcssible ir(lertentation
is stressed. Needless to say, the validity of boot the assumptions and of the formulation can only be
deterrd ned by simulations and mar.-machine studies.
The algorithm essentially proceeds in two steps.
Step 1.
The determination of which aircraft --hould stay on their nominal air routes and
which m.u.rt leave th-n i.. :Ltaine,t from the solution of a standard "linnir- ^+:r'ratic"
(reference 13) ertiral control problem coupled t,:etl^ur with an optirizntion of
part of the initial state vector. TYc xolution to this prcblcm establishes the
ideal motion or.d po::itic:ne of all aircraft along their nominal air routes, and
provif'-s us with the means of obtainir.q ti:e dciited acceleration/deceleration
comnands for tare aircraft that d_ stay on their air routes.
1
rwmmwm^
6
St_ ep I.
by curVarinq the actual pca:•-i.)r.s of Vi- , 	 -aft	 r.rir :.,:red r rs, or...
can readily ue! •s-e w.,tch aircraft -uat	 J severe pesitlon corrections and
hence must leave the air route. The ideal aircraft notion, determined in :top 1
is used to forrula.e a ru ninun-tire ren.lezvous prehlem. The solution to this
tiros-optimal Frcrl• •m, yields ri pple (turn anj straight line) trajectories to be
followel by the airctatt in q,-ostion.
7.1 Linearized Dynird rn A!crg Air Poutrs
We shall use the landing order index 1 - 1, 2,..., N to keep track of the aircraft. For each aircraft,
we define the following Variables:
9 1 M i distance-to-go of the i-th aircraft at time t to the outer eurker
v i (tle instantaneous velocity of t.".e i-th aircraft at tier t, along the
air-route
mi l mass of i-th 4ircraft ( assumed constant)
9 1 (v i (Ms drag force acting on i-th aircraft, a nonlinear fu:iction of the
velocity (effect of altitude is neglected)
f i (f)e thrust force applied to i-th aircraft along air routs only
ui Mt net acceleration or deceleration commanded to i-th aircraft along
air route
trom the asr,.;md polarity convention or. the position and velocity variables (see eq. (11)) we have
dt ai(t) - -vi (t)	 (6)
and from Newton's Law
mi dtvi M - 
-g i (v i
 (t)) + f i (t)
	
(7)
it has been stre•:.cd that all aircraft will be controlled such that any speed deviations from the desired
constant speed v will be nulled out. So let
6vi (t) - vi (t) - v	 (8)
denote the velocity error of the i-th aircraft.
The drag force g i (vI M ) is the net effect of the natural drag and of any wind that produces a force.
The drag at the desired velocity v is simply g i (v). Hence, a nonzero thrust f i	gi (v) is required to keep
the i-th aircraft flying it the constant speed v. In order to accelerate, f i (t) must be larger than fi.
To decelerate fi (t) must be smaller than f i . We remark that the necessary adjustments to f  can be made
W account for mean wind variations.
By linearizing the drag force at the desired ve l ocity v we can apprcximate equation (7) by the linear
equation
d	 3g	
r
mi dt (v + dv i (t)) _ - 9 i (v)-	
il
	
6v (t)+ f i + m i ui (t)
	
(9)
where we have introduced the acceleration u i (t) by defining
f i (tt
	
fi + mi ui (t)	 (10)
The quantity 
Ovily 
is +imply the slope of the drag force at the velocity v. Figure ] shows this curve
Ov
 i
for the KC-115 (military v(-r3ion of the Pocina 707). Note that the drag force is essentially linear in the
region v - 160 knots over n relatively wi3o ranee of sfe-!s. This iniicates that the linear equation (^)
is an excello nt. afproxiration to the nonlinear equation (7) in the v icinity of v.
since f i °9 (7), then equation (9) can be written as
dt 6v i (t) - - ci f 6vi (t) + u i (t)	 flit
where the constant B i is defined by
l
D 1 3q 	 1
B i ^. dv v	 (12)	
_.^I
1Prr• ItkI Different )et at -	 .t (Q.v..
	
_c:.ed •.•9 w. :x:-9) are characterized ty different valves of
d i . However, it appears	 +t for all . -cent/y &vatILb le ) eta, their corruspor .dir y values of : i are
rour,'ily the sa.-+s. The reason is that lawyer aircraft have a bigger drag reference area anu, hunce, larger
drag coefficient
aqI
v	 (1l1
However, larger aircraft hive also a larger Cass m . This is the reason that one would expect
a  ; Ir for all i - 1, 2,..., N 	 (14)
It (14) is indeed true, this has a marked influence on t: t amount of on-line cor-putation that must
be carried out. We shall discuss this point in more detail in Section X.
In surra ry, *he notion of each aircraft, indexed by i, along its norunal sir route, is characterized
by the pair of linear ecrnstar.t e-efficient 31fferer.tial equations
sidt	 (t) - - v -6v i (t)	 (IS)
do 5v 't) 8 i6vi (t)
 
• ui(t)
Consider the i - th and i • 1-st aircraft. An before we denote their current distance-to-go by zi(t)
and z i+l (t). Fecall that these two aircraft should be separated by a specified distance d i in the vicinity
of the outer marker.
We define the current sprir .,ition distance error St  M as follows:
isI(t) G Ii+l(t) - s i (t)
-
di 	 (16)
The value Er i (t) represents, at the present time t, t!• : deviation of t_he i-th and i•1-st aircraft from their
eventual desired separation, d i . if Sz i (t) > 0 0 thin rears that the aircraft are "too far apart" while if
62 1
(t) < 0, then the aircraft are "too close together". We remark that these errors do not pertain to the
actual current separation of t`.e aircraft in the NTA region. Ra tier, it is the current error, from a future
desired value, re3s^red along i.` .e n-^rinal air routes ( at the present to". the two aircraft may be in con-
platcly different air routes as illr. . trated in Figure 4).
,he advantage of having a currert value for the separation distance error, 6r i (t), is that appro-
priate corrective action can be taker. early, to that by the tine the aircraft are indeed near the outer
=rker, then they will be separated by the desired distance di.
From eye. (16 , and (15) we can cerrplete the time rate of change of the position errors
dt Sz
i (t) - 6vi (t) - dvi'l (t)	 (17)
since v and d i are ccrnt.unts. Ea. (17) sho ," the way that velocity errors contribute to the time rate of
change of position errors for the i-th and i • 1-st aircraft.
7. l	 The Systen F.rror n•:ciries
We have now defined s position error fait) for each pair of aircraft, and a velocity error Svi(t)
for each and every aircraft. For any given set of accelerations u i (t), i - 1, :,..., N, we can eoml+ute
the dyr.aric propagation of the position and velocity errors by roans of the following set of 2 y -I simultane-
ous differential equations
d[ 6z 1 (t) - 6v 1 (t) - fv2(t)
dt Sz `( t) - 6v^(t) - 6v3(t) (pr-,ition error equations)
dt SZN-l (t) - dvy-1 (t) - 6va(t1
e
N
1
ei IV it)- - d l Evl lt) 4% (t)
dt Ev2 (t) - - 8 2 !v2 (t) • u2(t)
(velocity error equations)
................
dt SvN (t) + - .°N SvN (t) • uN (t)	 Ilti)
This set of equations can be written in -.ti—ter f- m- a • 	II,--.	 Define the Uaiticn error vector s z(t),
the velocity error vector tv(t) and the - 	 Irrrtior,	 r	 .1 bys
6z 1 (t)	 5v 1 (t)	 ulttl
	62(t) A	 5z2 (c)	 s 6v(t)
	
5v2(t)	 UM	 u2it)	 (19)
as, 
N-1
	
RvN(t)
	
uh(c)
Also deftne the ounstant ratriees
A	 G	 1	 -1	 0	 0	 ... 0	 0	 (N-1)0 matrix	 (20)12
0	 1 -1	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 1 -1
	
0	 0
..........................
0	 0	 0	 0	 ... 1	 -I
e
A22	 S1	
0	 .. 0	 x N matrix	 l21)
0	
-Q2 ...	 0
..............
0	 0	 ... 
- 8N
Using this rotation the set of equations ( 1E) can to written in vector form as follows
fz(t)
	 ? (
	 0
	
=12	 !z(t 
1	
I_	 I
	
d	
- - -	 -	 --- --	 - -	 •I--- UM	 (22)
	
dt	 (
6_(t)
	 L^ s A 22	
L,.(t)
	 L
x 
	
A	 x(t)	 B	 u(t)
which is of the standard state variable form
x(t) - A x 
	
• 8 u (t)	 (27)
The above develop nent ir.dicatos that the propagation of the rosition and velocity errors is a function of
the accelerations, is governed Ly linear tine-invariant diffotuntial equations.
7.4	 =,e °• ster+ ^)uadrat:e In'^x -f rerfnmance
Let ws aos'.i a for the t_m- tein( that all aircraft are coast :aired to m ve along their nominal air
routes. Thus, we assur.t tY.nt All ro itlan a:..,
 v,!lecity errors are srall. ;his roans that all aircraft
of tl.c l.: eaer.t t.r e t arse l lying with • (o. • ds near ; and that they are almost properly separated. Then by
adjustin g, the corpcnents of t!.e accul e raticn v. • ctor u(t), we c?n ex; •ect to be able to make the required
rinor cerreeticns in creed and position f:o that the po q :ticn error vector ` z(-) and velocity error vector
Ev(T), t>t, are almost zeros this can be accomplished without leavinq the air routes.
An extreraly simple and coordinated way of dedacing the required acceleration vector u(t.) as a function
of the actual crr^rs ',z(t) and r sr(t), at each and avvey instant of tire, is by solvinq for u(t) ao the
solution of s !etan'laru linear-gtudratle c;ti*ral eer.tral prcii- r (reference (71, Charter 9 nr	 ferenee ll)
over an infiri:te time interval. the use of linear n , :.rirntic fr^hlonn tar rrall error reo , :!N	 n has firer,
proven au-ccs:.tul in -.any application s. its main advan • ane fron an irplemcntetic •1 vle^-Jolr • 	that the
arccict:, ti:;.	 :tor u ( t) can be dotermined usinq cor.st .r::t gain fcedhack from the mas %ared e •	 vectors
6z(t) and dv(t).
VThe standard q a%dratic cost f;r.ctional. J. r er.alltes the ey•ttn for all l
	
son and velocity
errors, and fwr exl.eLSive use of aceeldrations by tt.d f0llarin7 sea:ar index o:
	 rfcrrwice
« N-.	 N	 N	 t
J • f	 qi Cs^ !r) •
	 pi 8V  • ` u^ W AT
t	 ^-1
	
!•1
	 1^
were t to tt.e present tie., and the cxtnst .in: wi.,htirgs q i and p i are all pcsl4lv0.
If we defied the weighting rut:ices
g l	 0 ... 0	 pl	 0 ... 0	 ?	 0
d	 +
Q0	 q1... 0	 ;	 $	 1	 p2... 0 i Q :	 - -- -	 (l5)
)
..........	 ...,.......	 I	
A
0	 0 ... qN-1	 0	 0 ...pN
then the quadratic cost functicnal J can be written as
J • f (',r'(T)12 M • 5v'(T) f S v(T1 • _'(T) u(T)} d 	 (26)t.^	
—	 r
7.5 the OFth al ('	 roI Prch'e- and its Solution
The precise statement of the optiral contr
	 problrr+ lot
Given the system !22) and the cost fun N icral (.6), Fini
Z	 u(r), t < T < •, such that J is ririri?cd.	 ,i
It is well known (sae, fcr exa:ple, reference 171, Chapter 9) that the solution to this linear-quadratic
optimal control problem is obtained as followar
step it I.et i. be a (2N-3)x(:N-1) ccr.stant rattix. Fora the algebraic matrix PAccati equation
0 • Y. A• A' K• 2. - y 9 N' Y	 (27)
where A one a are defined in eq. (22) and Z in eq. (25).
Step 20 D^trrrire the (unique)sycretrie positive definite solution ratrix of (27) usinq one of
the standard r.u •.eeic,. techniques (sec, for example, reference (111).
Next, deccrl)ose the (2t1-1)x(:')-1) solution matrix Y into
x11 E12
R	 : n il • (N-1)x(N-1); M22 • NxN	 (s0)
r12 x22
Then, the optiral acceleration vector at any time T > t is given by
K12 6z(t) - K22 "V(T)	 (29)
where 6z(T) anal dv(T) are the actual (measured) position and velocity error vectors at tine t.
This scherr; pro •:i.'rs us wi th the means for cerputir.q acceleration cor.ar. dti for the aircraft provided
the system errors are "stall" so that it is not necessary for any aircraft to leave its r.or.inal air route.
we shall bee Section P wnac happens if the errors are large so that path stretching maneuvers are required.
7.6 The Y.inI!--;n False e! the -ndratic cost
Another key prcrcrty of the linear-quadratic optima l ccr.trol problem is that one can readily compute
the value :r J in el. (.G), provided t1.at t1:: • cptinal acceleration (29) is utilized. it 9-well known
that the nisimLLm value of J at ti-o t (present) is given by
J • 6z'mv il F z ( tl • 2 le(t) K 12 -` vo.) • `.."WK2 2 ;=( t) 	 (30)
where 6z(t) and 6v(t) are the present position and velocity error vectors, and the ratricea K 11' 112' Y22
are defined by eq. (:^).
The quadratic nature of t:..- ninirun cost (70) is essential for the simple drvelopm-nt of the coordi-
naticn strategy of tno Irepored *. : aIgorithna.
aviII. rum Al)wim 1	 ANO )(s n1 ss A=a: Al p IL L.E:)
In this aect)tn we ohall uao the reoultu o£ the oolution of the linear-quadratic cptirization prchlem
and start 0Pcj d. 1 ..,-^.aG^^t of tQ,o algurSrhm that will culminate in the overall r4anu of schadulin® and co-
ordinating all Vic aircraft.
The basic questicn that will ..J answorod in thls section lot
Undrr hoavv tr.1ffie e=ndfl tEana, which aircraft runt„ leave
their r .anal a.r r,^urt ear re eta
	 a r.^n t° . umaevera?
8.1 The irpertarcd of tsrve	 yaluo of the scat
Lot us examine carefully the equatihn of the minimum cost J given by eq. (30). Since the Y. matrix is
positive definite, the value of J will always be non negative) in fact,
J - 0 if and only if dz(t) • 0, 6v(t) . 0	 (31)
which case only har,= if at the pioaent time all aircraft travel at exactly v (dv(t) - 0) and are properly
separated (Sz(0 - 0). Cndar these conditions the cptirr.11 acceleration is (aao eq. (27))
_(t) - 7	 (32)
and this results in
u(t) - 0, 62(T) - 0, 6d M - 0 for all -,at
	 (33)
Thus, all aircraft should continue to travel along their air routes at v and, as they pass over the outer
marker, they will to separated exactly by the deairod eeparationa dl , d2 " .. I dN_I.
In general, the value of the peuitive nurbor J in eq. (22) is a rwanure of the degree of system on-
coordination. ror exarple, suppose that all aircraft at time t travel at v (i.e., 6v(t) - 0) but aupposa
that duo to heav)r takeoff derandu all the position errors 6z i
 (t) are negative, which means that all air-
craft are too ciosa to each other (ace section 7.2). The effect of this is that J is a largo nurber, since
when 6v(t) - 0 then J - ^z'Qt)X11 e z(tl, no larger in magnitude the position errors, the larger the value
of the quadratic cost J, in this sit^uatirn what nh®uld have haprnn-d ire that the 2nd, 3rd,..., Nth air-
craft should Save muse futtnur tacit al n..a hair . er3,f,c -1ye ra^inni Air rcutas.
8.2 Ideal Aircraft rcoition Error yactor
This train of thought leads to the follow-49 question,
Suptose that one could arbitrarily place each aircraft
At cone "int opt their r,rrdnal air route at tarn t, •hero
should each aircraft to plated?
For each aircra ft indexed by i, we have its actual distance
- to-go z (t) at the present time t. We define
s, • (t) to be the ideal distance- to-ac alone the air route. We can thon define ( compare with eq. (16)),
the ideal position error dzl
 (t) tatweun the i-th and i+l-st aircraft by
6zi•(t) A zi+l(t) - zi • (t) - di
and the ideal position error vector 6z•(t)
6z1•(t)
(t)
6z2•(t)
	 (35)6s •
	-
6r,)•)_1(t)
Once rorts. suppose that 6v(t) - 0 (no speed whatsoever). Then, the ideal position error vector dc • (t) is
	
clearly 6z 1 (t) - b, becaosc from tine t on the aircraft would continue to travel at v and end-up properly	 j
separated. Note that, if 6v(t) v 0, then 6=• (t) - 0 correspandu to the absolute minimun (zero) of thu cost
functional (32).
However, the determination of the ideal position error vector 6z-(t) is not as easy when dv(t) y 0
(no= aircraft go too feat, others tco olovd . In thin ease, the idea position of each niraraft depends on
the velocity errors since it would take: uor,: tires to correct these velocity errors.
What we suck Ys a systematic and simple s,ay to determine the ideal position error vector ¢z • (t). In
the propc:aed aigo ri t).:a the following philosophy iu adopted:
Suppose we are given 6v
 (t), sinry the nagn ituda of J in Eq.	 ,a1
(22) la a r.eA Oro , of ft,- 	 rre c â' a KCOn uncnor3inatinn,	 ^
11 -
define ,".u • (r) to to tk;p %.,,, t „_.r teat jeali to	 r::jallest
M.I—iF
In other v,,rOs, d: • (t) is ddfihod by
So” (t)tll11*(t) +:3, "ttb'1 Sy tt) +dv'(t)P.2t5L(t)
c dz' (t)Y.11d, ¢¢t) .:`z' Wr12
 ?v(t) + !v'ttPx23-v(t)	 (7G)
Clearly, we can rind iz • (t) as the root of tho vector equation
w " fi^)° 111 c:(t) + 4 26v(t)	 (77)
or
6tett)	
-1_11 x12 d=( t) 	 0B)
Pn- marble
(a) rll exists, because r, is posicivo definite
(b) when dv(t), - C, than d-. 6 (t) ° 0 as cor.vaentod above, and as is
intuitively ctavLous.
(e) The ideal position error vector :z • (t) depends on all velocity
error vectors.
(d) The on-line corputaticnal requirecants of (38) are mall once x
Kli and x1 2
 have been computed.
8.7 Computatiern of Ideal P lane toeatiens
Equation
	 „ , fines the ideal position error vocttr !z- (t) given the actual velocity error vector
dv(t). Th$] d .. enough to specify the d,acirod aircraft locations zY(t) on their air route.
gn edue of relatively large velocity mismatch one would expect that sere aircraft should have bean
"Ahead of thcroclvcu" while others "in back of thc:ti,,olves". For the planes that should have been "ahead
of ihemnelvos" very little can to done if one wiu es to avoid severe accelorationc, deeoluraticna, anal
speed charges or cutting across air routes. On the other hard, if a plane should bo "in back. of itself",
then such a plane can terporarily° waste time by leaving t<e air route for an appropriate ti.-x+ and their
returning to it (how t)iio is done exactly will be diseuused in Section 9).
This philosophy can be used to develop the following algorithm which defines which planes can stay cr
their nominal air route and which must leave it to waste tire.
Planes 1 and 2 (1-1)
Lot i-1. Consider the load plane and its true diatanee-to-go z l M M. Be assume that the first plane
to land should not undergo any path-strdtchi.g maneuvers so we set
« 1 • (t) - z1 (t)	 (39)
(i.e., tit, desired location of the lead plane coincides with its actual current location).
Now consider the second plane (indevod by i-2). Given d l , « 1 • (t) Prom oq. (39), and dz l • (tI from eq.
(38), we can see that eq. (34) yields
z2* W ° 6z1 • (t) + « 1 • (t) + dl	 (40)
Note that z2 • (t) in the ideal distanoe-to-co for the tecend-in-lino plane. Comparing it with its actual
distance-to-go, z,(t) we compute
x2(t) A z2 • (t) - z 2 (t)	 (41)
Case 1 1	 If x,(t) < 0, this team that the second aircraft should have been ahead of itaelfr in this case,
there is no reason for it to leave its notdnal air-reuse be aura we cannot possibly place it at z, • (t). So
we set 2 • (t) - z 2 (t) and we proceed with investigating planes 2 and 3.
	 -
Care 2 t	 If x,(t) } 0, this reana that the second plane should have been behind itself. In thin cage,
plane 2 ire ct l.	 d t++ 1°ave :ts r-e.leal air route, v d its desired location 3 2 • (t) is that found in (4C),
i.e.,
«21(t) - z2 • ti)	 -	 (42)	 1
In either case, we have a valw w for i2 • ( t) and we proceed to examine plane 3.
Flanas 2 t-': 3 (i•2)
We have ?2 • (t) found above; d2 , the desired separation batwcen planes 2 and 3; and, 6z2* (t) from eq.
(38). From Eq. ( 34) we find the ideal location z 3 • (t) of the 3rd plane.
z 3 • (t) • 6z2 • (t) + z2 • (t) + d2 	(43)
►rom z 3 • ( t) and the actual distance-to-go z 3 ( t) we corputo
X 3(t)	 C z 3 • (t)	 - z 3 (t) (44)
Case i t
	
if z 3 ( t)	 a 0, than plane 3 stays in its air route and we set 2 3 0 ( t) • z3(t).
Casa 2 1	 If x 3 (t), plane 3 should be behind itself; it is commanded to leave its air route and its ideal
position Z' 3. 	 is that of eq.	 (42), i.e.,
i 3 • (t)	 • z 3 • fl) (45)
This algorithm can to used until all 11 aircraft have been tested.	 Figure 5 shows this part of the
algorithm.	 This sLr.?lu algorithm finds
( a)	 which planes t/;tay on their air route
(when xi ft)	 z i • (tI	 - zi (t)	 < of
(b)	 which planes mint leave the air route
(when xi (t)	 zi • (t)	 - zi (t)	 > 0)
6.4
	
Cor.putaticn of Ideal N.aticn alone .Air Routes
The pressding algorithm has established the desired location of each and ever y aircraft, as defined
by the desired distance-to-go i i • (t), as the present time t. 	
T
he *subsequent desired cation of the air-
craft for T>t 	 also he found by using the optimal acceleration co.:..and u(t), determined in Section 7.5
from the solution of the linear -quadratic eptiral control problem.
'..	 If we substitute eq.	 (29) into eq.	 (22) we find that the position and velocity error vectors, dz(T)
and 6v ( T), are defined by moans of the closed -loop differential equation.
6z (t)	 o	 ;	 a12	 6z(t)
--_'-111
	
-
dt I
—Ly(t)I
	 h12 1 A22-K221	
4v(t)l
(46)
Acl
Let 
Ac1 
denote the (2t1-1 ) x(2(;-1) closed loop oyster, matrix defined by (46 ) 1 note that it is a constant
matrix.
The algorithm of Section 8.3 has defined an ideal distance -to-go for each aircraft, ii (t). This can
be used to co.puto a desired position error between aircraft i and i+l by
6i1 • (t) • 21+1(t) - zi (t)	 - d1	 (47)
and hence, a desired position error vactor 6z+(t).
The desired motion of the aircraft along their air routes can now be found from the solution of eq.
(46) for any time. T>t
di • (T)	 6z•(t)
----'--	
o Acl(T-t)
	
---	
T>t	 (48)
dv(T)	 dv(t)
Knowledge of 6c • QT) can he once more translated into distance -to-go information. The overall computation
is indicated in the flow chart of E'iqure 6.
8.S Possibl e
 
utilization of the Fn.sults un to ;;ow
Thcse results can be utiliccrl in the current ATC system in the following way. (At the present tire,
tea ground controller obzerves the actual notion of the aircraft on his radarscope.)
A. digital ccr^uter program cvt be devised usinq t".•• information contained in the flow charts of
Figures 5 and 6. :Etc outcore of t:oe digital co.-,=cuter : 0 gram can be u.^crl to superimpose on the current
L
12
1)
6,
radatec"o &$play (l . : .Apo usi19 a different color)
a) The desired 'ocatten of each aircraft V	 r: :.:t t:-e t.
fr y,:, knotrledqe of the desired distances	 w ile(t)
b) The desired future wticn of each hirer:* At any tine t>t
in the future, free knowledge of the i i • . : distances.
The huiun 7rcQ-%d controller can than manitor the actual and desired rotimn of the aircraft along the air
route s s.rultrr.eosly. : 'e can tranerit al propriate voice cc-rands to the pilots so that their actual
motion eventual. y coincides with the desired ration. Wa shall see in Section 9, how this task can be aided
for th.e a.r_raft that sl.ould have boon behind therzo lves and which, then«tote, rust undergo path stretching
or holding t;T a maneuvers.
This c rp •uter-a: ,'od decision system is also ccrratihli with a ro- ible evolutionary AT'C syster current-
ly un"er !r Mstltiatt^_r. %t X.I.T. (see for exartle ref. 9). In this envisioned system, the current ro,ather
radar display will to rcii:ied so thAt one car, trarsnit from t`.o ?sound, and display to the pilot, the
locaticr = f ::s atrztAf.t An.; 	 r^i_r.^:min- ones. In this ?.inner, it is her-_ , that *ac': nilet can do
his "own air traffic :: :r t.	 .r, su-. a ci.:'•'r, one can tranur:: to the pilot r.,-,t only tf.e actual situa-
tion, but a : so the -..tier: : iu.:::cr. :ach pilot could be than gi •:en the r.-sronsibiltty of r.%tching the
s:ction of hit own aircraft :: .:.e 	 r•e Aral exArutinq these raneuvers it a ssfe manner. ri q ure 7
illustrates the r? ,2 of display inforraticr. that can be prov.1ed. :n addition, fast predicticn capability
can be used to irdicetc wnerr each aircraft should be in a fixed tire in the future (e.g., 30 second
prediction).
Additional rerarks about the corputaticral requirertents will be given at the and of the paper.
IX. DF.TERXINATI_H OF PATH
	
TPA.M:V:_F(-'c-E
The algorithm presented u;, to now sir+ply d • terrines the desired locations of the aircraft alon g the
ncrunal air r=.tes. As discusse;l before, especially ir. heavy traffic situations, it is reAscnab:e to
exrect that riny aircraft shculd have been farther 'lack al,:nq their nominal air routes. In view of veloc-
ity liritaticr.s, the-e aircraft the.^. r •_st to:i crarily le.:,•e their air route, waste t:re ':y sore sort cf
rancuvur, and Cher. r— r. • er -.eir r.orir.al air route a. some future time when it is possible that their
actual notion coincides with the desired ore. (see riqure 8)
This problem can be viewed as requirinq each aircraft to "rereezvous" (more or less) with its desired
moving locaticr. ale:..:	 ,, r.-rir.a. air route. Although one can rely on the ground controller and/or pilot
to figure out .i.a a„ regulate trajectories to acca:, a sc: this ren!ezvous, it is clear that any computer
raided decision ules and sug,estions will be welcomed for the execution cf these tasks.
This recticr, pres-ents such ar. al-rorithn that autcratically generates nctr.inal tine-wasting trajectories.
Once more these tra;ucteries can to displayed on the ground ATC display and, perhaps, or, future airborne
displays.
9.1 Philoscr`•y
Consider tin aircraft whose actual distance-to-go, z(t), is smaller than its desired distance-to-go,
P (t), so that (see Section 8.1)
X(t) G z"(t) - z(t) >0
i & (t) - z•(t)	 (45)
which roans that this aircraft must temporarily leave its nbriinal air route.
As disco sed :efcre, this air=raft must return to the non:nAl air route at some future time t>t. At
that time, it is necessary to have
PCO - z(tl	 (50)
which irplies that • he actual _oc	 cf the aircraf • coincides with its desired location. The key
question.	 -	 n 1_	 -	 ! in a - u-_ r_' 	 .re ,'	 oric• are easv to	 r_
in tool tin	 ar	 -	 -	 :	 ir. c	 a:rct•	 t
The first assn-I- t.= that ene can r-ike is that:
The rcndcz •:oua	 ld 1 e accor^lished in nininum tiro
One can defend this a;sur.otion on the grounds that:
(a) Norinal air route.3 are oft.rn estatlishc! teeauze the pilot has
the rr •. t accurate_ navt-ia t ten in rorration; hence, r,:niir.izing the
tire.• r, Q• t.t Away firerr n r.^r.inal ear ruutn is sati.!-CLory from
the navigation accura,y vtespcir.t.
(b) In tt, • vicinity of an airl:ort, nilotn dislike the execution of
too r..wy r. ,%n-uv • r^ u:• : ,	ath solutely rent m any; f-r acs given
traffl: =. . ' l':. .5,	 :lr `,o t!:'C tl:n tir ,• r—l%n . f to ex ., Lte
path strotchir. • ;	 r	 ri,— it'. r:inir :n can be. cc.rfcrtirrJ to
the pilot. art (a7bot..;era, esleci.11; in bad weather r^n.lttivns.
It
The second 1	 boot k.	 11 f:.	 to
aid the hr.ir.; `•	 •i	 n	 A.,	 :rcra:•	 _ra to
the air route in	 .._a!	 r.r c	 on the ability of the fe p :ha:k systOW
to make a eertat •	.s 1.	 t!.c a : route.
	 philosophy, and the desire to obtain
a sir;la algorit:.- . . , ad w to tae second assuapttonr
both th,. airc raft and its	 tr14e are r;nvinq
at t • .	 ^irr.^tt	 to
In practice, velocities will be somewhat. different than v. This will cause acre mismatch ie thf rendezvous
(sore aircraft w i ll return slightly e.ead and so:-.o slightly tet.l yd their desired lecatton on the ncrunal
air route.)
Even urde:r these assu.•Zpticns, there are nany questions that remain:
1. Now lcnq should the aircraft stay away Cron its nominal air route
(what is the ranirum value of T-t?)
2. At what location does the aircraft return to its no-lral air route?
7. Now are radius-of-turn (r.aneuverability) limitations taken into
account?
1. Are the path stretching or holding traiectories easy tc fly?
S. Are the turning cornands easy to understand and irplenent?
All these questions will be answered by solving a ninimur tire nonlinear rendezvous problem.
9.2 lr lig`:t VyManics
We shall assn.-e that path stretching raneuvers will be executed at a plane defined by the nominal air
route. Figure 9 shows tee su.;ested cocr3.• nete systear the negative x-axis coincides with the air route
and the y-axis is along the local "horizontal" plane defined by the air route.
Me motion of t'•.e aircraft in the x-y plane is modelled as the notion of a constant 5)^ESd (v) Fartic.e.
It chances	 re:	 -l:ir	 rat e of chi	 •`•^	 7e t(t). In prnblers .)f this tyTte
one can : y^  re _r_ .. _t' -, it a: r:.i:. c,:.ar_cs ac. ,:re	 :i:	 s._, of equaticca to describe the
airc• rsft roticn; ( 01-ese -a itiens nave been used nany times in a variety of aerospace applications to
obtain nominal trajecteries):
^.	 (t) - - v coat([)
j(t) - v sint(t)
t(t) - w(t)
	
(51)
Thus, z(t), y (t), and t(t) are the state variables, w(t) the control variable, and v a constant parameter.
we assume that (:.ear v) the aircraft maneuverability is constrained by a minimum turn radius 
R- . .
This can then, be e ypressed as t^.e following constraint or. the control variable +(t) in eq. (51)
v < w(t) < v
Rmin '	 - Rrin
	
(52)
9.3 For-.•ilaticr. of • hc uirir,.	 re Fer. e-2: cus Prch.len
At the initial tree, t ( w present time), the aircraft flies along its nominal air route hence, the
initial c,.nditicnc art!
Y  - 0
m 	 . 0	 (53)
and z(t) is the actual distance-to-go.
I -
	
	
Also at the initial tirr, we know the (lesired distant• • -to-go 0(t) > z(t). The desire3 m otion of
the aircraft is along the air route. Our assurption that the desired notion is with a bpeed v allows us
to write
i*(1) - i t (t) - v (1 - t); t>t	 (5a)
Hence the lrecise forr.latiur. of the euninu.- time problem is:
Final the control w(C), t < O < T • , that satisfies the constraints (52), such that
a
11
r(T e ) s	 r'(Te)
yfT e )	 0
W e )
	
0	 (55)
and
i s - ranis.ut
9.4 Sol ution cf the Kinrr •.n Tine F-n zvuus Pic):em
TTu above ).tinizaticn prc!:lem can be ro Ally sclved u.inq the maximur. principle. The details of the
derivaticn car. be found in t:.* thesis by Porter, reference (A). Only the solution to the problem is in-
cluded here.
The optimal trajeetoricz are raw up of
(a? strai ,ht 1.:.1 s SA/Or
(b) eir_!es whose radius i. Vic minimum turning radius, Pmin
Hence, the tlrr-optimal rendezvous trajectories are extremely sirple and easy to execute as far as a p lot
Is concerned.
There are three tyFes of trajectories that arise in thiti -rcblem deper.d:r.q on the di!ference x(t)
between ideal dicta:=a-to-oo of the aircraft i • (t) (found in Section 8.3) and its actual distance-to-go
s(t) at the present tire t, i.e.,
x(t) - r • (t) - z 	 (5E)
Case I: OscillAtien T': ac K.b'v-,
This case occurs when
0 < x(t) < 2-R .	 a	 (57)van
which occurs w1hen the idea: loc+t'_cn of the aircraft is not too far behind itself. In this case, the
optical stratc;y is detr.::r.ed as fJllCWS. °roc., the actual value of the distance x(t) find the an."e n,
0 < a < 187 e , which is tho root of the equation
a- sins	
x(t,	 (59)4 s1 n
Then, the r.!quired path stretching strategy :s
(a) turn hard left for a degrees (or aRadn/v seconds), then
(b) turn hard right for 2a degrees (or 21Rudr /v seconds, then
	 V
(c) turn hard left for a degrees (or aF min /v seconds).
The tyte of the resultant trajectory is shown in Figure 10; it consists of three circular arcs executed at
the Minimum turn	 (eivally well one could execute a right-left-right turn policy).
In this type of maneuver the (minimum) time c e at which the aircraft returns to its air route is given
by
daR ,
T e - t +	 min seeon-'s	 (59)
v
where a is the Solution of eq. (59).
case I I: Cir culir "'_ene_ver
This case occurs when
x(t) - 2-Rirdn	 (60)
.he optimal stratc.y in	 for the aircraft to underno a 160 6 degree left (or right) hard turn at the
minirum tun: radius. Thr	 -un) t y re i* at which the maneuver is cor.•pleted is given by
2nR .Te	 rin 
seconds	 (61)
V
Figure 11 chows thia type of trajectory.
Cal* Ill:	 -R.
This cage occura when
x(t) > 2*Amin
	
(62)
i.e., when the aircraft shout: be significantly behind itself. In this case, the optimal strategy is
(a) turn hard left for 160" deyrces (or -emir:/v seconds), then
(b) fly straight for a distance of x(t) - 2-Rmin (antiparallel
to the air route) or for a tire (x(t) - 2-R rr4n )/2v seconds,
then
(c) turn hand left for 180 • degrees (or " Frain/v seconds)
This holding-t};-' tralvctory is illustrated in Fi7ure 12. The maneuver is finished at the (minimum.) time
cf
T	 t + 2__Rmin + x(t)-2"R„Sn
	V 	 2v
Of course, if the distance that should be flown antiparallel to the air route is very large one can
execute one of more czrc-:lar r.a-euvers, prove:led that no aircraft wider emergency status utilizes the
same portion of the air route during the maneuver.
Figure 13 su-:.arizes this inforration for a Y.0-135 at 160 kr.ots. :he minimum turn radius is
R	 • 5.333	
N.M.	 (64)
min	 2r
which eerrcc__r.'s t-, a 2 minute •3E0° torn. It is interesting to ncte the discontinuity of the rur.ir:-
requiredra.<:: • 	t:.	 at the critzealdistance 2-P 	 (it takes less Lire if the error in desired location
si 6 N.M. then say 5`N.M.)
	
sin
9.5 DisTussior.
These exceedic7ly shale raneuvers can of course be ccrp.ute3 extremely rapidly by a digital computes
algorithm. This iz illustrate! by the flow diagram of Figure 14.
The corr.ands and sug,ested tra-ter.tories can to introduced to the display of the ground ccr.^.roller,
once rare to ai3 `:is decisicn r.a.kin q. .'ie c.vn then co". unicate to the pilot the sickle turn.-turn:-tarn or
turn straia)a-t:r: c.-^a.1s. in the possible evolutionary A:C system:, these cc-rarAs and tra;ectories
can also be tran:.nitte3 to a diplay in the cockpit. Eventually, all of these cor:-ar.ds car, to introduced
directly to the aircraft autopilot.
X. PUR.11ER LIS:^;SSICN
The essaltial ccr; utatior.al alcorithm has been presented in the proceeding two sections.. In this
section we e_t , rite a o.. its ,.sage, updatir., renuir ne nts, as well as the type of research that is still
needed, before these :dseas c •in le fully implemented.
10.1 The Choice of the woightira (%nstants
	
1
In Equation (24), the qutiratic cost functional J contains the positive constants 111 q..... ?H-1'
which are used to penalize position errors, and p l , p`,....py-1, which are used to penalize for velocity
errors. In general, velocity errors s!hculd be pcnalirs d each ror^ heavily than position errors so that
the essential assurcticn t'r.3t all plan-.> s fly at v is justified, and since severe position errors can to
allcv,atel Ly path stretching aineuvers.
It is suggested that the sane weight should be assigned to all velocity errors, i.e., one shor.ld use
P 1 = P 2	 ...	 plt ' P	 (L5)
By the same token, cne could use the same weight to all position errors. Powever, this is not advisable.
In ,cr.ezal I :.i'i._n t^rr-cr aro :!,ore erlt:cal for thu pl.ines that are to land earlier than others, which
mcans that t.`:ey ,ire :r 1 r.e-i t.y -:; all valuos of the landing index 1. Thus, the following relation should
be u':ed in the se:ect:cn of the :, 's:i
q l > q2 > ... > q.,-1
	
(60
Since veld ,:ity errors arc the	 nr;.vrt,_nt ones we should also have
p > q l	 (67)
a0
(A ratio of 20 to 1 is suggested).
Of course all these sug geetions are t e n -mtive. Fv sear-h is underway to determine the proper value of
these constants by eorslu c tir.g ran-racnir .e ss-.ilatton oirps tirentss in essence, these nurbers should be
determir,ed ty the ability of the Ruran pilot to to able to follow the suggested notion.
10.2 Ccrhucation cf the Ricrati" ,3l:tion ratrix
Once the weights p i and q i have teen selected, the sutrix n in rq. ( 27) is detertu ned. The 8 ratrix,
see eq. (22), deronls only on trio nur-er N of the aircraft. The A ratrix, see eqa. (22), (20), ar,d (21),
depends on ire n,rter :i of the aircraft s_.^1 on -Se F! •.ysical identity st the lets. :^te reason is that the
A. 2
 sub-atrix in E1. (21) deports on t^.e drag coefficient-to-mass ratio @ i . If tndvod the w i 's are drasti-
cally different in value, Cher, the F4ccati equation rust be solved again
(a) *vtry Liao a new ai--;aft enters the NTA region, or
(b) every tie* an aircraft crosses the outer market
On the othe r ''.s.:, if ar.i_r (-tirn (14) 1+ 1r.-, whic h -c ans that all the ° are essentially the Bare, tier.
the A and b r.itrices depend only on the nur_,o r N of aircraft and not on thlir physical identity.
In this case, one can pr­ : -r;oe .ard store the solution of the Viccati equation ( 27) for all reason-
able values of 'i that ene ray a.t:c:•,atu. F !eree, at ear!. instant of time by counting the aircraft one can
pull out of the corputer rem r/ or tcl.c the aFpropriste r ratrix.
In fact, one can precorr,ute and stores
(a) The key ratrix --11-IK12 that according to eq. ( 38) defines the ideal
position error vector !z • (t) in term-,; of the actual velocity error
dv(t)
(b) The gain. matrices -K1 2 and K12 that generate the optimal acceleration
vector u(t) according to eq. (29).
C1(t-t)
(c) The closed lcw+p r.+trix exponential c	 for several values of
the prediction tine T-t le.q., T-t , 11 secs., T-t - 10 secs., etc.)
Under these assu.- ticns then, the cost tame consuming di g ital con n- .iter calculations do not have to Le done
on-line. The remainder of the logic and calculations are extreraly trivial and can be done by simple And
cheap digital co-paters.
10.3 Urditirc the Alciori thm
As mentioned before, the n= ier N of aircraft charges with tires. Every tire a new aircraft enters the
region ti is increased by ore; every tire an aircraft flies over t}hc outer marker, N is decreased by cr.e.
Let us suppose that the algorithm has been working for a while and let us sup pose that at the present
time t a new aircraft enters or leaves so t!:nc :: rust be updated. At this instant of tire, some of the
existing aircraft are cn their normal air routes while others are un.derjoinq path stretchir.q naneuvors.
Ideally (and t!.is is a subject for f::ture research) the desired positions of all aircraft should be
undated. Hcwever, this world req.iire the piling up of extra maneuvers for the aircraft that are currently
"holding".
For this reason, whenever a new aircraft enters the region, (indexed by N*1) it is reasonable to
cotrpute its desired locaticr only wit:: respect to the previously last plane (indexed Ly t:). This cohere
wvuid then utilize t.-.e pr-_•,,ou::ly ccrruted desired Fr,ait;or. z y • (t) of the last aircraft to determine the
action required ca the N . l-st aircraft.
Similarly, when an aircraft passes the outer ranker, it is sugge.sted that only a simple re - indexing
takes place rather t!.an a corplete reevaluation of all desired positions.
This course cf action, although svhr ptimal, has tine advantage that each aircraft would undergo at
met a single path stretehinq raneuver under norr .' conditions. :t is only during an ere raency or change
in the landing r-.in ay that a cc plete new reevaluation of the system is required.
`
	
	
This then su^.-jests ar-ther Fcssll bility for future research. :lardy, to modify the proposed algorithm
so as to handle the N aircraft in interlaced subotrirg control for ground vehicles discunsed in reterenee
(4).
It should be strrsse : !:at additional research end extensive simulation studte. ore necessary to
evaluate the pit•-sisal c __ ..	 of t:.c	 algorithm. The advantage of the algorithm c!%;"ntially
lies in its sir; ls-tty fro ­ t!'. viewl-,7i;it of c, -line coroutatior. and its t:exibility in being adapted to
an increasingly autcratcd h:C systom.
3(I. Simulation p 1-1jlt•s
In this section we present sorsc simulatior. results for twelve aircraft using the following ansurptions.
All aircraft are i , ! ,:nti-nl (Doeinq 707-3:013 Fax version) with crpty operating wei ght of 138,323 lrs.
lb
St.a desired speed was v - 160 knots. For this cans, z i, . : ar,i
0 - 0.05167 sec-I
All positicn And velocity wetghts were -selected equal. Thus, in the quadratic cost functional listed
q , - q - 0.01F4
pi
 - p - 0.0562
which was found to give satisfactorf control.
Also, we sat
di	 D,in . 3 n. M.
i.e., no takeoffs were allowed Letweu_ landings.
11.1 Norrrl La^.Sir • !71se
The initial confiqura • :on of the aircraft is shown. in Fig. 15, only ten out of the twelve .aircraft
are shown. At tire t•0 the locations and speeds of th* aircraft are aw:.narized in Table 1.
Aircraft
1 3 G 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12
number
Initial
Velocities 1G3 16: 163 166 166 169 172 172 163 175 178 190
(knots)
Initial
positions 3 6.1 8.6 io.5 12 :0 23.1 :1 31 36 43 50
(n.n.)
Ideal
i
pcsitic-.s 3 6.. 9.15 12.5 15.15 2, :3.1 =i 32.C5 35 43 50
(n.r.)
Table I Actual and :'.eai. situation for a r.orral larding procedure
Figures 16 to 18 show the response of the aircraft every twenty seconds. Soth the actual locations of the
aircraft (denoted by crosses) and their 1-3ir-d irages on the air routes (denoted by circles).
In Fig. 15 we su.:rarize the situat.. : at tine t-0. The rurbers indicate the natural landin g sequence.
The prined numbers denote t).e desin 1 lo_:.:ion c.' the aircraft along the air route, next to the circles.
Note that air_rift 3 and 4 were cicscr t:. .1 3 n.m. so that they have to be separated. This requires air-
craft 5 to waste tine so that no c;rflic- at reryir.g will occur. The slight delay required ty aircraft 9
is to avoid conflict with aircraft d at -..e r..orging node.
Figure 16 illustrates what happens urinq the first minute. once more, we display both the desired
motion "Circles) and the act .l moticn o the aircraft (crosses) evv ry twenty seconds. tote that aircraft
3, 4, 5, and 9 have to ev ,_^e escillati :. raneuvers. Cnly aircraft 3 completes its maneuver at the end
of the first sinute and it is now eorree'.ly separated from aircraft 2.
Figure 17 illustrates the notion d.: irg the second minute. '7ote that aircraft 4 and 9 co-plete their
oscillaticr. -_anew;crs ant they are eorrec.ly separated t4 with rerpect to 3, and 9 with res pect to 9).
Aircraft 5 still u:rdergxa its cscatllation maneuver to avoid conflict with aircraft 4 at thu r..erging node.
Figure 18 illustr3to-s the notion durir.q the third minute. Aircraft 5 has corplcted its oscillation
zraneuver, and is comet:y sc aratvd from aircraft 1. In tt:e e rcrce of any subsequent -hanrn .,s, the air-
craft will Frccc,, d along their ncrinal air rcu — s, accomplishing all subsequent merging safely, and will
pass over the outer marker correctly separated by 3 n.m.
11.2 Emeegenry Ca ­c
In this case we assumed that the aircraft which would rorrally would have been fifth in natural
larding cr,'.ur (tee Table :) d.:velops a minor c:-orgency and is reassigned a now landing priority, 1 1 3. The
initial conditicns are n.-.w sunnarized in Table II.
4
19
AlnraSt
n %.r. c r 1 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 lI
Initial
velocities 16) 162
it,
I63 166 1t'1 172 172 163 175 178 13^
(knots)
Initial
pocitior.. 3 6.1 l2 8.9 10.5 20 21.1 29 31 36 43 So
(n.n.)
Ideal
positions 3 6.1 12 15.01 18.^.8 21.01 24.01 29 12.05 36 43 50
(n.m.)
Table lI Actual and ideal positions when yo. 7 as is emerger•ey
Note that t!J s creates a "squeeze" on air^raft 04 a nal 05. The responses are air rcri=ed in Figures 19 to
12.
The simulation results indicate that 0.0 total propagation of the adverse situation created by the
ear rgency is lceal:ze. ras:ly, since tra;ectcries of aircraft a to 12 are not siy,ificantly changed
Tres their rorral oprrat:on. This, wa feel, illustrates the efficiency of this method.
Cor.sultati^n with sore o" its in ATC has produced an opinion that if this erergency situation occurred
in real life t:•e h.ra. cor.troliar would tend to completely direct aircraft 4 and 5. This then wc,uld have
created a redo-t:sn :r, the caFacity, because there is quite a tit of space unused between aircraft 3 and
6. This method of soluticr illustrates that although aircraft 4 and S have to undergo flyaround rAneavers,
only minor oscil:..tics rineuvers havo to be ^..•idertaken by aircraft 6 and 7 (as comnarod to th.e norr.al
 casei.
Due to the exist:- -a^SCit7
 aircraft 8 to i2 are not affected. Gncu more note that in spite of the major
perturbation treat , all rargi".7s are accomrlis hod safely.
XII. CW L SIG::S
A sirple co.-:­.;ter-sided decision algerithr.. has Leer. proposed for the ATC problem in the near terminal
area. The al,oriC`.n a!-::tars to to Fractical from a cc-putat :cnal stardEoint and aiaptable to evolutionary
ATC char,.ges. Ad!Iticnal res.:-arch and sinalatior.s .s required to prove its Fotent.al usefulness, through
conduct of pilot acceptance exi:oraants, and incorporating major stochastic effects.
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